Dear Driver,
On behalf of the entire GreenRoad team, I’d like to congratulate you on your induction into the
2013 GreenRoad Fleet Elite. Your outstanding driving performance has qualified you for this
highest GreenRoad honour.
Fleet Elite was launched last year with the aim of recognising the very best standard of driving
from around our global driver community. In 2013, we had had over 38,000 drivers enter the
Fleet Elite program from over 10 countries. With 6,474 drivers achieving Fleet Elite status, you
are in the top 17% of drivers using GreenRoad around the globe.
Thanks to the efforts of you and your colleagues, Stagecoach has achieved the highest ever
number of drivers to qualify for Fleet Elite and is the top public transport operator within
GreenRoad.
Your performance goes well beyond “green” and distinguishes you as one of the best drivers on
the road. You should be very proud of this achievement. By consistently and conscientiously
applying the GreenRoad principles to your driving, you’ve not only reached Fleet Elite status –
you’ve also made the road a safer, greener place. With every mile, you’ve reduced CO2
emissions, avoided incidents, and even extended the life of the vehicle you drive. This is more
than an impressive professional accomplishment; it’s a contribution to road safety at large.
We hope you’ll wear your 2013 Fleet Elite pin with pride and will enjoy seeing the Fleet Elite
icon added to your driver profile on GreenRoad Central.
Again, we like to congratulate you on this significant accomplishment and we look forward to
celebrating your achievement in years to come as well.
Sincerely,

Zeev Braude
CEO, GreenRoad Technologies
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